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young people and families in NSW. In 
particular, we are presently expanding our 
Wagga Wagga office to meet demand. We 
have also welcomed new team members  
to our Goulburn, Moruya and Young offices. 

September was an exciting month for our 
Goulburn team with the first successful 
adoption for Marymead’s Permanency 
(out of home care) Program. This is a 
huge milestone for Marymead and I 
congratulate the team involved.

In August, Marymead passed its  
re-accreditation for both the QIC Health  
and Community Standards and the National 
Standards for Mental Health Services.  
The feedback overall was very positive for 
the Marymead staff team with stakeholder 
and client feedback speaking to high level 
skills, collaboration and the commitment  
to delivering great services. 

A ground-breaking needs analysis and 
client feedback research report was 
conducted by RSM for the Marymead 
Autism Centre. This focussed on the needs 
for families, carers, and individuals on 
the autism spectrum, and was released in 
August. This significant evaluative body of 
work captured the thoughts and concerns 
of 220 families and individuals in the region 
and highlighted the many challenges 
they face. A very special mention to Kirsty 
McGovern-Hooley who undertook the 
year-long research report for us, and for 
winning the Corporate Volunteering Award 
at the ACT 2019 Volunteering Awards in 
May! This Award is very much deserved! 
Simultaneously, Marymead advocated 
for ongoing funding for the Marymead 
Autism Centre so that we are able to 
continue to provide valuable services to 
these families and has received welcome 
support from the ACT Government and 
the NDIA to continue services into 2020. 

Marymead has continued to deliver 
against our Stretch Reconciliation Action 
Plan as part of our strong commitment 
to empowering local Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander communities. We 
have enjoyed collaborating with other 
service providers across our communities 
to bring to life the celebration and 
awareness of both NAIDOC Week (July) 
and Anti-Poverty Week (October).

Importantly, we have taken steps 
to engage further with and employ 
indigenous organisations, joined Supply 
Nation, and continued our relationships 
with organisations such as Curijo and 
the Bush Healing Farm Winnunga and 
Gugan Gulwan amongst others. 

Our communities continue to amaze us 
with the amount of generous support we 
receive. This includes efforts of volunteering, 
fundraising and donations. Thank you 
to Vikings Group as they continue to 
support us as their Charity of the Year and 
for co-hosting our wonderful Bride and 
Groom Charity Ball, GIVIT for generously 
furnishing our Care Cottage and Children’s 
Contact Program, Southern Cross Club, 
DSS, Wainwright Facades, CCS Group, 
Canberra Toyota, Brumbies, Canberra 
Theatre, Griffith Butchery and so many 
others. We are incredibly grateful for 
the support from our communities.

And finally, from all the staff at Marymead 
across ACT and NSW, I would like thank 
our individual volunteers. Our volunteers 
include our Auxiliary and NEXGEN fundraising 
members, our program supporters, partners/
families/friends of our volunteers and our 
corporate supporters who volunteer time, 
advice and man/womanpower. We could 
not do the work we do without your efforts.

2019 has been an extraordinary year for 
growth. As we continue to improve and 
extend our services, expanding further 
into regional NSW, I am looking forward 
to another busy year in 2020 meeting the 
needs of the community with your support.

Kind Regards,

Dear friends of Marymead,

What a wonderful year we have had 
and thank you to all our supporters!

In July this year, Canberra Marymead moved 
back to its original site in Narrabundah. 
With more than 50 years serving the 
community, it was time to upgrade aged 
facilities with a more sustainable design 
suited to serve us for the next 50.

This redevelopment has included the 
building of a new centre featuring 
counselling rooms, family contact spaces, 
the Autism Centre services, and training and 
education facilities to support Marymead’s 
programs and services. The redevelopment 
has also included our first multi-purpose 
Care Cottage, fondly called ‘Coral’s Cottage’ 
after one of our previous wonderful 
Marymead Auxiliary Presidents, Coral 
Henderson. This is a fully adaptable  
six-bedroom home for children, young 
people and their families of all abilities. 
Our cottage supports young people to 
access respite, day programs and crisis 
accommodation. With this program in high 
demand. Our second Care Cottage is due 
 for completion in the early half of 2020.

Our Narrabundah grounds are also now 
home to ‘Azure Village’, 84 independent 
living units for those aged 55 and over 
which will be completed in December. 
We look forward to welcoming our new 
residents just before Christmas.

Beyond Canberra, Marymead continues to 
grow and expand our services for children, 
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Grandparent’s Group 
Funding Restored 
Two members of the Marymead 
Grandparent's Group, Maureen and Deidre 
were interviewed on ABC Radio (Canberra 
Breakfast) by Dan Bourchier and Adrienne 
Francis. The segment focused on the 
growing number of Grandparent kinship 
carers, and the lack of assistance available 
to such carers. Maureen and Deidre were 
kind enough to share their personal 
stories, and their disappointment at the 
funding being dropped over the past 18 
months to $5,000. Immediately following 
the interview, we were contacted by the 
ACT Government who confirmed the 
funding was to be reinstated almost up to 
its original level.

On Friday 26th April, Minister Chris Steel 
was interviewed on the same program 
and provided some background regarding 
the re-approval of funding. Camilla was 
also interviewed after the Minister, and 
acknowledged the contribution of Hands 
Across Canberra, whose grant to enable a 
review of the group is largely responsible 
for its successful reinstatement of funding.

Marymead’s  
First Adoption 
Gabby* entered care in May 2014 aged 
two years old due to concerns in her 
home of domestic violence, parental 
mental health and drug use. Gabby was 
placed in the care of John* and Deb* in 
Young, March 2015. Gabby instantly 
became part of their family and the 
conversation of adoption arose.

The adoption process can be tiresome, 
hugely emotional and in some cases, 
can take up to seven years. This 
understandably created of a lot of 
anxiety for John and Deb. Marymead 
successfully led and supported 
this process. Marymead has come 
away with new learnings regarding 
how information is accessed and 
communicated and also how to better 
navigate the legal processes to support 
managing adoptions in the future. 
Gabby’s adoption took under three 
years to achieve.

In the lead up, Gabby persistently asked 
when the date will be made. On the 
day, Gabby was invited to stamp her 
own adoption papers by the Supreme 
Court Justice and sat on the Justice’s 
chair. Gabby was surrounded by family 
(including birth relatives) and those 
involved spent the night in Sydney 
to make the event extra special. Deb 
describes the day adoption orders were 
made as a ‘Day they will never forget’.
*Names have been changed

QIC Positive Feedback 
Marymead has now successfully 
achieved accreditation for both the QIC 
Health and Community Standards and 
the National Standards for Mental Health 
Services. Not only did Marymead pass 
accreditation but the feedback from the 
auditors overall was extremely positive.

The auditors observed that Marymead 
had strong strategic leadership from 
the Board, CEO and the Management 
Team and that people in the organisation 
shared a common intention, vision and 
values. The feedback from staff and 
other stakeholders was overwhelmingly 
positive and spoke to skills, 
collaboration and team spirit of staff  
and their commitment to delivering 
great services.

In the accreditors words, Marymead  
has an ‘awesome bunch of people’ who 
‘do something amazing every day’.
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News from our Programs

Access Days Grant
Access Days provide opportunities 
for guests on the autism spectrum, 
along with their families and friends, 
to enjoy entry to activities outside of 
regular opening hours. Depending 
on the activity some modifications 
will be made to accommodate people 
with autism, such as dimming the 
lights or reducing noise. The aim is to 
develop resilience in the children and 
to promote integration for both the 
families and local businesses.

We are thrilled to announce that 
the Access Days Program within 
our Autism Centre has been 
acknowledged as one of the first 
recipients of the Chief Minister's 
Charitable Fund grants, with an 
amount of $15,000.

mulch 
mulch is our horticultural social 
enterprise supporting adults with 
disability in a productive urban farm, and 
has had an incredible 2019. We reported 
the opening of our new site in Stirling in 
our last edition, and since then our site 
has been full of equal highs and lows, but 
continues to grow and flourish.

We were very proud to receive three 
1st prizes and three 2nd prizes in the 
produce and horticulture section of the 
Canberra Show. This was our first entry to 
the Canberra Show since we moved sites 
in 2016. The competition was tough as 
usual so we were very pleased with 
our results!

The mulchers also set up at the Capital 
Regional Farmers Markets. We sold 
over 70 potted tulip bulbs grown by our 
mulchers. The bulbs were originally from 
Floriade and were dug up, prepared and 
donated to mulch by the Rotary Club of 
Hall who run the markets. Rotary Club 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TRADITIONAL 
OWNERSHIP  Marymead acknowledges the 
traditional custodians of country throughout 
Australia and their continuing connection to 
land, sea and community. We pay our respects 
to them and their cultures, and to the elders 
both past and present. 
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News from our Programs

Marymead’s Accommodation Support

Short-term accommodation options for children, 
teenagers and young adults with disability.
As you may already know, Marymead has been fundraising for three Care 
Cottages to be built to meet the high demand of the community. A family member 
of a past President of the Auxiliary, Coral Henderson, donated a very generous 
$100,000 towards this cause. In honour of this extremely generous donation and 
the hard work and dedication of Coral, the first cottage built has been named  
Coral’s Cottage.

Short-term accommodation options for children aged 5 to 12 years continue 
at the Ricky Stuart House. Marymead’s Care Cottage, or Coral’s Cottage, that 
resides in Narrabundah supports teenagers and young adults. The aim is to 
ensure that each person’s stay is enjoyable and provides access to purposeful 
activity, community engagement and skills development. Individual supports  
are tailored to each person’s particular interests, strengths and abilities.  
The children who stay at Ricky Stuart House and the teenagers and young  
adults who stay at Coral’s Cottage are supported to: 
• Participate in community activities and social outings 
• Engage in activities that enhance health and well-being 
• Increase independence through development of daily living skills 
• Transition through and manage different life stages.

We are excited to provide this service and to continue providing support to the 
community. Our second Care Cottage is expected to be built early 2020.

A welcoming and tailored day 
program for young men and  
women post school to 25 years old 
identifying with disability. 

Amaze aims to create an environment 
where young people feel welcomed 
and valued and are empowered 
to build their independence and 
lead meaningful and fulfilling lives. 
The program offers opportunities 
for young people to be part of 
a community and build their 
capacity through developing their 

communication and living skills. 
Located at Marymead’s Narrabundah 
site, Amaze offers a consistent 
weekly schedule and staffing support 
between 7.45am and 5.00pm Monday 
to Friday. We understand that each 
young person is different and can 
tailor the program to each individual’s 
ability. Participants must be under 
the age of 25 and part of the National 
Disability Insurance Scheme.

Contact us today to find out more 
1800 427 920

Have you heard about our Amaze Program?

have been great supporters of mulch over 
the past six years. We really appreciate their 
generosity and ongoing support.

Wainwright Facades assisted us to build 
our chicken coup and we now have poultry 
as part of the mulch experience. This has 
enabled mulchers to learn skills in poultry 
care as well as egg collection and sales.

We were devastated to have mulch broken 
in to and all our hard work destroyed. 
We salvaged what we could and our 
mulchers got straight back to work. We 
were overwhelmed with the communities 
support and generous offers of donations 
and kind messages. The very next day we 
were donated over 500 plastic pots!

Considering all our mulchers have been 
through, our plants are looking super! We 
have been steadily selling at the Headley 
Beare Centre and hosted our first open day 
that facilitated plant and poultry sales, 
and an opportunity to meet and show the 
community what we do! We had over  
150 people attend and made over $1800.

The mulchers were involved in the Brumbies 
v Sun Wolves Mother’s Day and ran the ball 
out onto the field with Brumby Jack, and 
receive an invitation to enjoy the game.

We are so humbled by our communities 
support and excited and proud of this 
enterprise. It's difficult to capture 
everything, so please follow us  
on facebook to keep up with us!
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News from Our Supporters

CCS Group Apprentice Day 
During our move back to our original 
site in Narrabundah, Marymead was 
privileged to be the recipients of the CCS 
‘Apprentice Day Out’. A day where CCS 
Group apprentices offer their services 
and energy to a local charity. The support 
was timely given we were finalising our 
move requirements.

Thanks to the CCS Group, we were able to 
assemble a 3 metre x 3 metre shed, pack, 
transport and re-configure our fabulous 
Auxiliary’s storage requirements (no 
mean feat!) and transport various items 
yet to be shifted to the new site.

CCS Group offers a single-point for 
planning, designing, construction and 
commissioning any size and type of 
heating, ventilation, air conditioning  
and refrigeration. Thank you CCS!

Toyota Hosts  
National Tree Day 
National Tree Day is a call to action for all 
Australians to get their hands dirty and 
give back to the community.

We feel very proud to have Canberra 
Toyota select Marymead's mulch 
program as their program to support 
for National Tree Day. Canberra Toyota 
donated and planted an Australian 
native garden at the mulch site. mulch 
is Marymead's urban garden enabling 
young adults with a disability to develop 
skills and build community connections 
though work in the horticultural 
enterprise. Thank you Canberra Toyota 
for your ongoing support of Marymead!

Southern Cross Club 
Fundraising 
We are delighted to announce Southern 
Cross Club’s new fundraising initiative 
– raising money to install a sensory-
friendly pod chair in the gardens 
of our newly built Care Cottage at 
Narrabundah. This chair will allow for 
quiet enjoyment for individuals who are 
unable to make use of other equipment 
due to disability.

You can help fund this piece of 
equipment and support our friends at 
Canberra Southern Cross Club all at the 
same time! Thanks to Southern Cross 
Club Tuggeranong, you will find one of 
our donation points in their Valley Grill 
Restaurant. Simply tap the machine for 
an anonymous $5 donation when you're 
at the counter ordering your meal. Thank 
you Southern Cross for your support!

Did you spot the Marymead logo on the 
Southern Cross Club membership card? 
Simply take your current membership 
card to the reception counter, and the 
friendly staff will exchange it for a  
co-branded card. 

Wainwright Facades 
Volunteers
Marymead is proud to be partnering with 
Wainwright Facades, volunteering their 
time and skills to our mulch program. 
Recently, Wainwright Facades jumped at 
the opportunity to give up their Saturday 
morning to build some chicken runs so  
that mulch could introduce chooks to 
their much loved space.

The clever folks at Wainwright Facades 
specialise in the installation of design-
flexible, pre-fabricated timber cladding 
panels. We can wait to work with you on  
the next project!

GIVIT Furniture Donation 
We would like to thank our friends at GIVIT 
for an incredibly generous donation of 
over $9,000 worth of furniture.

This donation supported the furnishing 
of our first Care Cottage for short-term 
and respite accommodation and also the 
home to our Amaze Program. Further, the 
amount of furniture donated was able 
to contribute to Marymead’s Children’s 
Contact room that provides support, 
supervised contact and changeover for 
family units. Thank you GIVIT! 

MARYMEDIA | NOVEMBER 2019
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News from Our Supporters

Vikings $100K Partnership
Bride and Group Ball

TNA Netball Fundraiser 
Tuggeranong Netball Association (TNA) supported Marymead and Bosom 
Buddies ACT Inc with a netball fundraiser ‘TNA Turns Pink’! It was a beautiful  
day spent playing non-competitive dress up matches with overwhelming 
support from the community. The event successfully raised a total of $7,000! 

Thank you to all those that participated, to the volunteers that brought  
this event to life and to our supporter Vikings Group!

Vikings in partnership with Marymead, at Hotel Realm  
hosted the wedding of the year and raised $30,000!
The Ball raised awareness and funds for our Care Cottage which provides short-term 
and crisis accommodation and respite for children, young people with disabilities and 
families. It was a spectacular night filled with entertainment and dress ups! We would 
like to extend a huge thank you to our attendees, to Vikings Group, WIN Network, Moku 
Music and Out In Canberra. A huge thank you to Michael Bower who has MC’d various 
Marymead events and conducts the crowd so beautifully! We would like to thank Crux 
Media for donating a wonderful film that supported the evening, highlighting a Case 
Study of our Accommodation Program and one of our much-loved families.

We would also like to thank Canberra Cake Boutique, Cake My Day and La Ombre 
Creations for donating wedding cakes. These three cake makers donated the most 
magnificent wedding cakes for our ‘Cake Off’ competition.
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Vikings Group this year, have also  
hosted a High Tea, Cocktails for a 
Cause, Yoga on the Greens among other 
fundraising initiatives for Marymead.  
Keep an eye out for next year’s plans 
as they close off their $100,000 pledge.
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Auxiliary 
Our wonderful Auxiliary are a group of 
passionate, generous and kind volunteers 
who spend many hours planning and 
running a variety of fundraising events 
to raise between $60,000 and $100,000 
each and every year in support of 
Marymead.

The money raised by these volunteers 
has allowed us to provide our clients with 
additional support to be able to excel and 
have opportunities that may not otherwise 
be available to them. The Auxiliary 
established the Lady Randall Fund where 
Marymead staff apply for much needed 
items for their clients such as reading 
glasses or driving lessons.

The funds have also been essential in 
delivering programs that rely solely on 
donations to run. Maybe most importantly 

NEXGEN
Are you interested in being one of 
Marymead's next generation of 
fundraisers?
Our NEXGEN committee are a young 
and vibrant team of fundraisers who 
make a real contribution to Marymead? 
Marymead’s NEXGEN raise valuable 
funds and awareness of our services 
within our community with events such 
as our past Race Days and Cocktails for 
a Cause. If you or someone you know is 
interested in event planning, fundraising 
and networking, whatever your 
background, skills or schedule we want 
to talk to you.

Planning is underway for 2020, 
so it's a great time to join.

News from Auxiliary & NEXGEN
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was funding our early intervention 
counselling programs for three years 
when Government funding was not 
available, allowing us to continue to 
support young children and their parents 
or carers.

This year the Auxiliary have been as busy 
as ever with four Plant and Garage Sales, 
a Tennis Day, a Card and Games Day, a 
Government House Morning Tea and the 
Annual Fete!

Marymead is incredibly lucky to have 
such a generous and supportive group  
of volunteers that pour so much time and 
passion into supporting Marymead.  
A simple thank you never seems enough 
but thank you Auxiliary, we really 
appreciate everything you do for us, 
and most importantly, our clients.

Left. ADFA at the Marymead's Garage and Plant Sale

Volunteering
Marymead’s volunteering just keeps on expanding! To our new and existing 
volunteers, we appreciate all your time, skills and energy that you dedicate to 
contribute to making a valuable difference to the lives of those in the community 
who need our services. Thank you, we love your work! 

Volunteering is a great way to meet new people, experience new things and give 
a little back to the community by helping those in need. To find out more about 
our current opportunities, email volunteering@marymead.org.au
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Donate
A SINGLE OR  

REGULAR DONATION 
at marymead.org.au

Gift
A PRESENT FOR A CHILD 

OR YOUNG PERSON

Purchase
A GIFT CARD  

OR GIFT VOUCHER

Organise
A GIVING TREE  

WITH FRIENDS & FAMILY  
OR AT YOUR WORKPLACE

Help Marymead give vulnerable children and families the Christmas they deserve.  

You can make a difference  
this Christmas!

Give an experience over a gift?  
Donate here!

Please drop unwrapped presents to Marymead before 13 December. Suggestions for gift cards are grocery gift card,  
store gift card, movie tickets or activity tickets. Presents are particularly needed for teenagers and parents/carers.
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We need $20,000 to allow Dungeon Masters  
to work their magic in 2020!

What? Dungeons & Dragons is a fantastic role-playing game that has 
many benefits such as encouraging teamwork, collaboration, creativity, 
problem solving and develops social skills in a fun and engaging way.  
We are lucky to have three groups running each week which are designed 
specifically for teens and young adults on the autism spectrum.  
The hosts of these groups are called Dungeon Masters.

Three groups each week has almost not been enough this year as we also 
have a wait list. Like everything, for these groups to run, they need further 
funding. So this Christmas, in the spirit of creating experiences, we want 
to raise $20,000 to ensure these groups can run again in 2020.
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Support those who support us!

The All-New Toyota Granvia comes with next generation 
Toyota Safety Sense¹ as standard, giving you peace of mind in 
your everyday driving. Its Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)¹  and 
Panoramic View Monitor (PVM)¹, on the VX grade, helps you 
get in and out of tricky parking spots. To top it all off, Apple 
CarPlay®²,⁴ and Android Auto™³,⁴ along with 7 USB⁵ ports to 
keep everyone happy on any occasion. Drive your family safely 
thanks to the smart technologies on the All-New Toyota Granvia.

Search ‘Toyota Granvia’

Canberra Toyota
Phillip | Fyshwick | Belconnen, 
New Car Department
T: 02 6222 1700 
Lic No. 20000105 Janrule Pty Limited 
canberratoyota.com.au

T2019-013082

1. Driver assist feature. Only operates under certain conditions. Check your Owner’s Manual for explanation of limitations. 
Please drive safely. 2. CarPlay® is a trademark of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries.  3. Android Auto™ is a 
trademark of Google LLC. 4.Requires compatible device, USB connection, mobile data, network reception & GPS signal. Mobile 
usage at user’s cost. Apps subject to change. For details see toyota.com.au/connected/  5. Compatibility and functionality 
varies depending on device.

All-New
Granvia
Ready for any occasion

FYSHWICK ACT

Have you ordered your Christmas ham and 
turkeys yet? Or tried Richard’s amazing 

smoked ocean trout? Now’s the time! 

GRIFFITH SHOPS, BARKER STREET GRIFFITH 
PHONE 6295 9781 OR VISIT griffithbutchery.com.au

TM


